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Academic medicine is an issue that has 
preoccupied my mind for quite a while now. 
In an earlier In-Sight article1, I emphasised 

the central role of academic medicine in the value 
proposition of the public sector, but I am not so 
sure now. Perhaps despite our assumptions of the 
lofty aspirations of public sector doctors, the vast 
majority simply want to do their best for their 
patients and go home at a decent hour. And for 
them, academic medicine may be a bane rather 
than a boon for at least two reasons.

‘AcAdeMic Medicine pleAse, But 
onlY After puBlic HeAltHcAre’
It is clear that the priority of the public sector is 
public healthcare. The banner that hangs proudly 
in the College of Medicine building where the 
Ministry of Health (MOH) is headquartered still 
highlights the national aspiration of being the 
“world’s most cost-effective healthcare system”. The 
pursuit of academic medicine thus adds to, rather 
than substitutes, the public mission. It should be 
noted that the phrase ‘pursue medical excellence’ 
has entered into the mission of the MOH but 
nothing has been taken out. As one disgruntled 
clinician said icily to me: “If academic medicine 
means coming back on Sundays to do research and 
write papers, I’m not interested.” 

‘roBBing peter to pAY pAul’ or 
tAxing serVice to pAY reseArcH
The second concern is the financing of research 
and education. I attended a meeting recently where 

a participant sharply focused on how research 
grants do not currently adequately cover salaries 
and overheads, concluding that academic medical 
centres in the Singapore context would have to 
increase service or care delivery revenues and 
margins to cross-subsidise research and education. 
I left shaking my head, wondering why any clinician 
whose emphasis is ‘service’ (as opposed to research 
or education)  would want to stay in the public 
sector and work harder than ever so as to fund a 
researcher’s salary and laboratory expenses. And if 
the workhorses (or ‘cash cows’ as they really should 
be called) leave…

WHY AcAdeMic Medicine cAn Work 
– tHe gliMMer of Hope
Perhaps the average clinician may reasonably ask: 
“What’s in it for me?” This is a difficult question 
to answer, but the answer is key to the success of 
academic medicine. There are in my mind three 
issues that need to be articulated clearly2. The first 
is an unequivocal position that academic medicine 
is not about research but better patient care. The 
former strengthens the mission of better patient 
care but it is not the mission. Patient care is, and 
all public sector clinicians need to accept and 
embrace the notion that the research going on in 
their hospitals, while costly, is worthwhile for the 
improvements it enables in the care of their patients. 
The corollary is that it is incumbent on researchers 
to always be mindful of their ‘debt’ to their patient-
facing brethren and strive to show the significance 
and value of their work to the immediate challenges 
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The music playing in my car stereo is …

The news jingle on BBC World Service! Driving 

is when I have the time to catch up with world 

news and current affairs, so my car radio is 

constantly tuned to FM 88.9. BBC produces the 

most balanced and most informative news and 

documentary programmes. Whenever there are 

news about Singapore and our region, I find their 

viewpoint objective, refreshing and somewhat 

different from the way it is reported in our  

local media.

My favourite singer is …

Diana Kral l . Hers is  a  laid back, unctuous, 

comfortable, relaxing and melodic brand of jazz. 

She is superb in concert, an expressive maestro on 

the piano, her voice oozing sex appeal. She is great 

to listen to in clinic in between patients.

The last movie I watched was …

Transformers . I  had huge reservations about 

joining friends for this, as it promised to be rather 

mindless. I was not mistaken. My circuits were 

definitely not overloaded by intellectual content! 

But the computer graphics  were absolutely 

terrific. I am not an avid movie-goer. Admittedly 

I enjoy some films, such as the Lord of the Rings 

trilogy, which brought to life childhood memories 

of the books I read. But to illustrate how seldom 

I watch movies, the annual Academy Awards is 

completely lost to me as I recognise so few of the 

movies and so few of the actors. It might as well 

be a fashion show.

My biggest food weakness is …

Anything roasted or fried and meaty. When I was 

in Bhutan once, I was served a stew containing 

pieces of  the most luscious pork fat. There was 

no lean whatsoever. On enquiring, my hosts 

said that in their culture, fat of  the pork is the 

portion meant for royalty, the upper classes 

and honoured guests . The lean is  only  for  

the peasants!

I would like to be remembered as …

Being mostly harmless! Seriously though: Someone 

who made the most of his opportunities, enjoyed 

life, stayed true to his beliefs and principles, had 

an open mind, was good to people, did what he 

could to make the world a slightly better place 

and above all else, loved, obeyed and fulfilled the 

will of God.  n

that clinicians face in the wards and in the clinics 
every single day. The bedside as the starting point 
of research is also necessary so that research is 
about a ‘problem looking for a solution, rather 
than a solution looking for a problem’.

The second is the need to disabuse the false 
idea that doctors in an academic medical centre 
need to successfully juggle service, education 
and research. It must be perfectly acceptable for 
doctors to focus their energies on providing the 
best care they can to their patients with some 
time spent on teaching and leaving research to 
others. To respond to my disgruntled friend, 
academic medicine should not mean coming 
back on Sundays to do research. It may not even 
mean research in the conventional sense, but it 
must mean continually searching for new ways 
to better care and supporting those who seek to 
illuminate the way ahead through research.

F i n a l l y,  g ro u n d - bre a k i n g  re s e a rch  a n d 
innovation must be a joint effort. The culture 
of  the organisation is pivotal in this respect; 
collegiality and teamwork must be more than 

rhetoric. Clinicians and researchers need to join 
hands in finding solutions and also join hands in 
celebrating together the successes that come their 
way. The pride and sense of significance that comes 
from being part of a world-class healthcare system 
and research enterprise are compelling reasons 
to remain committed despite heavier workloads 
and lesser pay. 

Am I optimistic that academic medicine will 
resonate with the average clinician?  The endpoint 
of better patient care joins service, education and 
research and is the glue that will bring together 
clinicians, researchers and educators and bring out 
in the clinician the researcher and educator.  n
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2. The powers that be are already starting to put in 
place systems to fully fund research without need 
for extensive cross-subsidies from service provision 
and we continue to hope.
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